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'Unforgettable hero' tells story of
abuse, murder
By Anterria Brown
Panther Staff

Domestic violence is
an issue that affects women and
men across the nation. Every day
in the United States four women
are killed by their abusive partners. In an effort to educate
students about tbe dangers and
harsh realities of violence Carolyn Thom.as, a domestic violence
survivor, spoke at an awareness
seminar in the Memorial Student Center last Tuesday.
Thomas is a domestic violence survivor of an attempted murder by her abusive
ex boyfriend. On Dec. 5, 2003,
she was shot point blank range
in the face by the man she once
loved. In the same incident the
boyfriend also killed Thomas'

mother. Since the attack Thomas
has undergone numerous surgeries in an attempt to reconstruct her face.
Thomas spoke to students and told her horrendous
tory about the many years of
abuse she had suffered at the
hands of her ex-boyfriend. She
informed the audience about
the warning signs of abuse, and
how to detect them. She a\ o
urged those who \mow others in
abusive relationships to reach
out and help them. Thomas said
that abuse is not always physical;
there is also emotional abuse,
spiritual abuse, financial abuse,
and sexual abuse.
"I found Ms.Thomas'
speech to be very insightful.
Her story proved that domestic
violence is real and that anyone
can be a victim. The fact that she
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The unforgettable hero: Carolyn Thomas tells PV students her story as a victim of
domestic violence and the warning signs of abusive relationships.
refused to remain a victim and is
now telling ber story in an effort
to help other people in abusive
relationships is very heroic. She
has really earned the title of an
"Unforgettable Hero," said Beveier Sanders.
Presently, Thomas is
telling her inspirational story
to people around the nation.
She has appeared on various
talk shows and news outlets

including Oprah Winney, CNN,
and The Insider. She is now the
domestic violence spokesperson
for the Family Abuse Center in
Waco, Texas.
" My destiny is to save
as many people as I can who
are in abusive relationships. If
you see someone in an abusive
relationship do whatever you
can to help them out of that
relationship. If you , yourself,

are being abused please contact
your local agem.-y and get help.
You don't want to end up like me,
or worse," said Thomas
If you or someone you
know is being abused there are
outlets here at Prairie View A&M
University that can assist you.
Please contact the Peace Project,
Women Empowering Beyond
(WEB), or the Department of
Public Safety for assistance.

Sodexho, Auxiliary Services open Panther Express
By Alanna Jones
News/Managing Editor

Sodexho, in conjunction
with Auxiliary Services, has opened

Panther Express, a convenience
store located in the Transportation
Center across from Farrell Hall.

PhoCo by fa11n White

New Convenience: Panther Express now open for business,
makes obtaining items easier for students located in the
back of campus.
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Andrew Wi11iams, retail
manager of Panther Express and
the Sodexho services on campus,
said the idea to open a convenience
store on campus for students was
first conceived by himself and
Gabe Lewis, general manager of
Sodexho.
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"It is important that we
serve the students who are located
at the back of the campus," WJlliams said.
Lewis stated that there is
a necessity to have more locations
for convenience on campus than
just the MSC.
"This location is close to
the laundromat and close to the
donns so students have easy access
to soap, candy, and food to fill their
stomachs," Lewis added.
The hours of service are
currently designated for Monday
through Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Lewis said that now is just a trial

LIFESTYLES & HEALTH/ u
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT/ 13

period to see how operations play
out and that many changes for
expansion wi11 be under way for
the fall 2006 semester.
''We are working on the
possibility of having gas available
once the pumps are replaced.
There are plans to have the store
open past 5 p.m., and there wi11 be
a position available for a student
worker to accommodate later
hours, the general manager said.
Lewis disclosed that
plans for expansion also include
the opening of more stores across
campus to better serve the students attending PVAMU.

(936) 857-2132
(936) 857- 2340 (fax)
PO Box 2876
Prairie View, TX 77446
panther@pvamu.edu
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In the news ...
Feds seize $3.9 I Iraq war protesters
·tlion worth I arr~sted ~ g to
mi
..
1 deliver coffin
of mar11uana I

WASHINGTON (AP) - Fiftyone Iraq war protesters who said they
FALFURRIAS, Tex_as (AP) ;- Bor- wanted to deliver a mock coffin to
der Pat~ol agents _workmg the mland Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
cb~omt here seized 1,6~4 pounds of were arrested Monday after crossing a
manJuana from a ~ctor t:ailer, Customs temporary barrier near the Pentagon.
and Border P~otection said Mon~y.
The arrests followed a generally
The seizure occurred ~nday at low key anti-war protest marking the
about 1 0 p.m., after a drug ~mffing dog war's third anniversary. To the beat of
alerted to the smell of manJuana from a muffled drum and a ceremonial peace
the freightliner.
bell, about 200 people marched from the
A search revealed 57 bu nd1 es of Lincoln Memorial across the Potomac
marijuan~ ~th an estimated street value River to the Defense Department headof $3.9 mdh~n.
.
quarters in Arlington, Va.
The dnver, from Roma, was arDemonstrators chanted · 'Peace
rested and the case was ~":1ed o~r to the now, • as dozens among the~ crossed
Drug Enforcement Admimstration.
the fence and were taken into custody.
Pentagon spokeswoman Cheryl Irwin
\ said the 51 arrested were given misdemeanor citations that require their
0
•
.
\ appearance at a federal court, and then

I
I
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S\uden\ oroup files
d.1.sc.tlm1.n.a\1.on
SUl.\
•

against Plano ISD

\bey were re\eased.

Among the protesters - but not

I thefenceclimbers-wasCindySheehan.
who last summer staged a month-long

DALLAS (AP) _ A student or- / protest outside President Bush's Texas
ganization filed a religious discrimi- ranch.
nation lawsuit Monday against Plano
Independe~t School_ ~istrict, alleging
school officials prohibited the students
from posting information about their
B_ible study group on the district's Web
site.
•
- Students Witnessing Absolute
1
0
Truth (SWAT) claimed in the suit that
other officially recognized clubs were
WASHINGTON (AP) _ Federal aid
allowed to post details on the site, but to help the poor cope with energy costs
their noncurricular religious group was will increase by $1 billion to more than
denied equal access.
$3 billion this year under legislation
''They were allowed to post President Bush signed on Monday.
their club description on the Web site,
Ittookmonthstogettheaddi.tional
then about a week later they were told, money for the Low Income Home Energy
'Oh, I'm sorry, it's going to have to come Assistance Program through Congress,
off,"' said Hiram Sasser, director of liti- in part because of resistance from fiscal
gation for Plano-based Liberty Legal In- conservatives opposed to new spending
stitute, which filed the suit on behalf of and from lawmakers from warm weather
the group. ' 'Not a whole lot of explana- states who contend that the program
tion was given."
favors cold weather regions.
He said school officials told the
Proponents said the program's
students that all noncurricular groups' budget has failed to meet the needs of
information would be removed from the the poor as beating and cooling costs
site, but the club descriptions for other soar.
·
organizations were left untouched.
The $1 billion, on top of $2.1
A message left with Plano ISD billion already aJlotted for the current
officials was not immediately returned budget year, was obtained by transferMonday.
ring money originally intended for the
The suit, filed in federal dis- budget year that begins Oct. 1.
trict court in Sherman, was the second
Under a compromise worked out
religious freedom lawsuit filed against in the Senate, half of the new money
Plano ISD by Liberty Legal Institute. would be distributed according to an
The first was filed on behalf of a student existing formula that would favor warm
who was prohibited from distributing weather states while the other half
religious-themed gifts, including candy would be spent at the discretion of the
canes. That case remains in litigation.
president.
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Iraq war dominates Bushnews conference
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush said Tuesday the decision about
when to withdraw all U.S. troops from Iraq
will fall to future presidents and Iraqi leaders, suggesting that U.S. involvement will
continue at least through 2008.
Acknowledging the public's
growing unease with the war - and
election-year skittishness among fellow
Republicans - the president nonetheless
vowed to keep U.S. soldiers in the fight.
"If I didn't believe we could succeed, I wouldn't be there. I wouldn't put
those kids there," Bush declared.
He also stood by embattled Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld.
"I don't believe he should resign.
He's done a fine job. Every war plan looks
good on paper until you meet the enemy,"
he said.
In bis second-full blown news
conference of the year, Bush confronted
his political problems by addressing them
directly.
"Nobody likes war. It creates a
sense of uncertainty in the country," he
said. "War creates trauma." He acknowledged that Republicans are worried about
their politicaJ standing in November.
"There's a certain unease as you
head into an election year," Bush told a
wide-ranging news conference that lasted
nearly an hour.
More than 2,300 Americans have
died in three years of war in Iraq. Polls
show the public's support of the war and
Bush himself have dramatically declined
in recent months,jeopardizing his secondterm agenda.
"I'd say I'm spending that capital
on the war," Bush said when asked about
the political capital he carried out of the
2004 re-election victory.
When asked about his failed
Social Security plan, Bush simply said: "I
didn't get done." But he defiantly defended
his warrantless eavesdropping program,
and baited Democrats who suggest that
he broke the law.
Calling a censure resolution
"needless partisanship," Bush challenged
Democrats to go into the November midterm elections in opposition to eavesdropping on suspected terrorists. "They ought
to stand up and say, Toe tools we're using
to protect the American people should not
be used,'" Bush said.
The news conference marked
a new push by Bush to confront doubts
about his strategy in Iraq. A day earlier,
he acknowledged to a sometimes skeptical
audience that there was dwindling support
for his Iraq policy and that he understood
why people were disheartened.
"The terrorists haven't given up.
They're tough-minded. They like to kill,"
he said Tuesday. "There will be more tough
fighting ahead."
The president said he did not
agree with former interim Iraqi Prime

Minister Ayad Allaw:i, who told the British
Broadcasting Corporation on Sunday, "If
this is not civil war, then God knows what
civil war is."
Bush said others inside and
outside Iraq think the nation has stopped
short of civil war. "There are other voices
coming out of Iraq, by the way, other than
Mr. Allawi, who I know by the way - like.
A good fellow."
"We all recognized that there is
violence, that there is sectarian violence.
But the way I look at the situation is, the
Iraqis looked and decided not to go into
civil war.
Nearly four out of five Americans,
including 70 percent of Republicans,
believe civil war will break out in Iraq, according to a recent AP-Ipsos poll.
Bush said he's confident of victory in Iraq. •rm optimistic we11 succeed.
If not, fd pull our troops out," he said,
warning that abandoning the nation would
be a dangerous mistake.
"So failure in Iraq, which isn't
going to happen, would send all kinds of
terrible signals to an enemy that wants to
hurt us and people who are desperate to
change the condition in the broader Middle
East," Bush said.
He said he agreed to U.S. talks
with Iran to widerscore his point that Tehran's attempts to spread sectarian violence
or provide support to Iraqi insurgents was
unacceptable to the United States.
His opening remarks were designed to steel Americans for more fighting
in Iraq and put an optimistic spin on the
state of the U.S. economy.
"Productivity is strong. Inflation
is contained. Household net worth is at
an all-time high," Bush said, crediting his
administration's policies.
On Iraq, Bush bristled at a sugge.stion that he had wanted to wage war
against that country since early in his
presidency.
"I didn't want war. To assume I
wanted war is just flat wrong ... with all due
respect," he told a reporter. "No president
wants war." To those who say otherwise,
"it's simply not true," Bush said.
Asked about fonner supporters
who now oppose him and the war, Bush
said he's trying to win them over by "talking realistically to people" about the war
and its importance to the nation.
"lean understand how Americans
are worried about whether or not we can
win," Bush said, adding that most Americans want victory "but they're concerned
about whether or not we can win."
Bush scoffed at a question suggesting he should reshuffle or shake up
his White House staff to help raise his
sagging poll standings. Buthe did hint that
he might bring in an experienced Washington insider to \-\'Ork with a disgruntled
Congre.ss.
"I'm not going to announce it
right now," Bush said, adding that he's
satisfied with the staff he's surrounded
himself with.
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Dyson comes tothe Hill Kappas at FAMU suspendedover hazing allegation
By LaCheryl E. Whitlow
L/H and A/E Editor

May Not Get There With You:
The True Martin Luther King,
Jr. ; Race Rules: Navigating the Color Line; Between
God and Gangsta Rap; Making Malcolm: The Myth and
Meaning of Malcolm X; and
Reflecting Black Dyson's latest book, "Is Bill Cosby Right
Or Has The Black Middle
Class Lost It's Mind" which

On Thursday, March
9, dozens of students gathered
to hear the words of scholar,
best selling author, and cultural critic, Michael Eric Dyson in
the Memorial Student Center
Auditorium for a lecture. After
being introduced by Dr. James addressed Bill Cosby's speech
Jones, Dy son discussed his regarding the underprivileged
perspectives regarding Bill black community during his
Cosby, the Hurricane Katrina 2004 NAACP speech was feaTragedy, and Hip-Hop icons. tured along with his other
The student body then par- books. Senior criminal justice
ticipated in a question/ answer major Cheleatha Lott says. "
session challengi ng Dyson's 1 bought the Bill Cosby book
idealisms about cultural and and overall I was glad that
economic issues while oth- he explained his views about
ers complimented him on his Cosby and why he perceived
intellect and awareness of hip- that particular speech the way
hop culture.
he did. I personally think that
Fo1lowing the seminar he is such a wonderful cultural
a book signing and reception and political figure because he
took place in the Memorial can relate to youth through
Student Center ballroom where hip-hop and intellect."
Dyson greeted students and
Currently Michael
signed autographs. He then Eric Dyson is the Avalon Founfeatured his other books such d a tion Professor in the Huas, Holler If You Hear Me: manities at the University
Searching for Tupac Shakur; of Pennsylvania and lives in
Why I Love Black Women; 1 Phi1ade1phia.

and-desist order.
Under Florida Statute
"Itbasically means that this 1oo6.63, hazing can be a thirdBlack College Wi.re
chapter is not allowed to spon- degree felony.
sor any events, hold any events
"Hazing is any action or
(or) wear any paraphernalia of situation that recldessly or intenAfter allegedly beating and any kind while this investigation tionally endangers the mental or
hospitalizing a pledge, the Alpha is taking place," Carroll said. "In physical heaJth or safety of a stuXi chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi other words, they are not active dent for purposes including, not
Fraternity Inc. has been suspend- and they are not recognized on limited to, the initiation or mission into or an affiliation with any
ed from FloridaA&M University. campus at this time."
The length of the organi- organization, " she said.
Marcus Jones, 20, a sophc>more environmental science stu- mtion's suspension has not been
Luke said whipping and
beating are not the only ways to
dent from Decatur, Ga., was al- determined
"I can't say with any cer- commit hazing: Branding. sleep
legedly beaten with canes on four
nights while pledging to become a tainty what the duration will be. deprivation and forcing individuWith it being under investiga- als to withstand extreme weather
member of the fraternity.
Jones' father, Mark J ones, tion, the university will await the conditions are also considered
a master sergeant in the Army, results of the complete investi- violations_
"If it affects the dignity or
reported the incident to the Tal- gation," Carroll said. "We won't
lahassee Democrat, saying one of speculate or guess about what we mental he.alth of the student, it
need to do. We will await those meets the perimeters of hazing."
the wounds required 25 stitches.
Mark Jones "said the in- results. Our concern is that the Luke said. Mlf you have to ask,
cident apparently involved 26 young man who was injured in then it usually is."
"Hazing bas been a dangerpledges and occurred sometime the alleged incident is recuperatous, difficult-to-suppress ritual
during the last week of February," ing. she said.
"Secondly, we want to on many college campuses," the
the newspaper reported.
"'Because of the severe mal(e it very clear that hazing l8 Democrat noted." A Univem ty of
beatings he bad taken, bis right not condoned, supported (or) Miami student, Chad Meredith,
buttocks looked like a purple vol- tolerated bere at F\orida A&M drowned in 2001. in a 'Ka-ppa Sit.leyball, and there was so much University. It's u\epl; it's apinst ma buing.andms-pa;ren touwit
\aw.ft
'3.005
-w'An
swellin& smne of the skin literally
Sam H m\\ton, tl\ fra\er- erpena\f .
died,' Mark J on said ... . 'Imag'"'lbat Ame
• F.
u
ine a 3-by-3 (inch) area and an nity·s national grand polemarch,
of the skin taken off down to the said, ·Kappa Alpha Psi has a .zero student Marcus Parker suffered
tolerance of any behavior involv- kidney failure after a sewre padfatty tissue."'
The Leon County Sheriff's ing hazing. It's something that dling initiation to play in FAMU's
Marching JOO band and later won
Office has taken over the case has no place."
Hamilton said the Kap- a $1.8 million civil verdict.
because, Det. Brice Google said,
~In 1999, the Florida State
part of the incident might have pas were concerned about Jones'
University's Marching Chiefs·
health
and
were
cooperating
with
taken place off-campus.
drum major and a saxophone
"It is an ongoing investiga- police. Hamilton said the organiplayer were kicked out of the band
zation
would
conduct
its
own
intion . We're following up on mulfor hazing that included paddling
vestigation.
tiple leads," Google said.
of second-year band students."
Sherri
Luke,
crime
prevenLeNedra Carroll, FAMU
Members of the Alpha Xi
tion
officer
for
the
FAMU
Police
director of university relations
Chapter said they would be unDepartment,
has
held
workshops
and public affairs, said the vice
available for comment until the
president and the dean of !>1 u- explaining the hazing laws at the
investigation concludes.
university.
dents issued the Kappas a ceaseBy A'sia Home-Smith
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You ought to be in pictures

Si~ma Tau Delta inducts new members
the society's secondary advisor.
By Dominique Pugh
Panther Contributor

The Upsilon Lambda
chapterof the IntemationalEnglish Honor Society Sigma Tau
Delta, inducted six new members
on Thursday, March 9.
The inductees were Lillian Barry,AlexiaJ. Benton, Kara
Hansen, Dyan Harris, Jacobi
Harris, and Elan Moore.
The event, whkh was
coordinated by the advisor, Dr.
Diljit Chatha, was attended by
students and faculty of the department oflanguages and communications. Dr. Tonya Scott is

T

Adrienne Cain, president of the Prairie View chapter
of Sigma Tau Delta, read the oath
of membership finalizing the
ceremony.
Sigma Tau Delta's central purpose is to confer distinction upon students of the
English language and literature
in undergraduate, graduate,
and professional studies. The
honor society also recognizes the
accomplishments of the professional writers who have contributed to the fields oflanguage and
literature.
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By Jameya Porter
Black College Wire

Francis Niles, a sophomore at North Carolina A&T
State University majoring in
broadcast production, spent his
spring break helping to clean
up and rebuild areas affected
by Hurricane Katrina.
He was among 28 other Aggies who participated. Moses Ochola, a junior majoring in
international studies, counted
students from Morehouse College and Winston-Salem State,
James Madison, Hampton,
North Carolina State and Florida A&M universities.
"Pictures can never
compare to seeing that with
your own eyes," said Niles.
The 29 Aggies, three of
whom were advisers, were accompanied by four students and
a faculty member from Winston-Salem State. The Aggies
and Rams remained together
for the trip.
The experience began
on Sunday, March 5, when the
participants left for Selma, Ala.
Students from other campuses
were to arrive for the weeks
beginning March 12 and March
19.
For Niles, the most
unforgettable moment came at
the start of their stay: He and
the other participants were told
there was no running water at
the 2tst Century Youth Camp
site. As a result, they bathed
with gallons of cold water and
brushed their teeth with bottled
water until Tuesday morning.
"That was crazy because there were 150 of us staying in that complex," Niles said.
"But the citizens ofNew Orleans
who stayed in the houses went
through worse, so it didn't distract us."
After leaving Selma,
participants beaded for New
Orleans, where they lodged in
the sanctuary of St. Augustine's
Catholic Church, one of the oldest African American Catholic
churches in the country. This
church did not have a shower.
Jennifer Kennedy, a
senior business management
major at A&T, and Jasmine
Fisher, a junior public relations
major, said they were not able
to take their first shower until
March 7. Hundreds of participants took turns showering in
the sports center at Tulane
University.
Katrina on the Ground,
the organization that arranged
for U.S. college students to
dedicate their spring break va-

cation time to this project, had
problems, so A&T participants
soon found their own way of
helping.
In New Orleans' Ninth
Ward - the most harshly stricken area of the city - students
found work at the house of a
Katrina survivor. Students divided responsibilities.
Ochola said the Ninth
Ward looked as if the hurricane
had "just hit last week."
The goal at the house
was to clean it out completely,
which included removing everything "from shoes to sofas
to refrigerators," in Ocbola's
words.
After cleaning, the participants took down the drywall.
Students worked from 1 or 2
p.m. to 6 p.m.
The next day, they
went to an area where the
houses were already gutted.
Students helped with such tasks
as repairing roofs, cleaning
yards, removing old nails and
rewiring electricity.
Niles said some participants went door to door to
solicit volunteers. Students bad
to be mindful of theiT health

and safety. As a precaution, sure) of the people affected by continue the effort.
"Everyone should go
Dr. Harvette C. Jenkins, direc- it."
Ochola also noticed down there - physically go
tor of A&T's Sebastian Health
Center, was on site, according the difference in conditions down there, instead of just givbetween the Ninth Ward areas ing money - because the money
to Ochola.
Jenkins was one of and other areas of downtown doesn't always go to the right
place," she said.
A&T's advisers, along with New Orleans.
By the end of the trip,
"I was very shocked
Bridgett Herring, student services manager, and Earl M. about how disastrous the Ninth Niles said, "I was so relieved to
Hilton, assistant vice chancel- Ward still looked and bow beatmyhomehereatA&T. This
downtown was almost un- was the first time I called A&T
lor.
The Aggies left New touched," he said. "There is my home."
President Justin RaOrleans March 9 to return to rapid rebuilding in downtown,
mey, Megan Brooks, vice presibut not in the Ninth Ward."
Greensboro.
Fisher said, "To sum it dent of external affairs, and
"Being in that environment is physically and emo- up in a nutshell, the Ninth Ward Arnita Moody, vice president
tionally draining. (We were) is a garbage can. It's not fair. of internal affairs, represented
driving in parts of a city that It shows what the government A&T's SGA in New Orleans.
Ramey said the exare comparable to ghost towns," really thinks of our people.
How could you let people live perience left a message, about
Niles said.
Ochola was surprised like that? It's six months later, the underlying hypocrisy in
by the tranquillity of many of and these people still don't have America on equality, and a calling: to do as much as we can to
lights, water or food."
the Katrina survivors.
Fisher and Kennedy support the relief efforts.
"I went down there
"From the looks lofl it,
thinking I would be changed both said they gained a lot from
if anything should be done for
emotionally- like my life would the experience.
"It was extremely hum- the people who need it the most,
be changed, but the people
who were affected were very bling," Kennedy said. "Just it needs to come from an outside
calm and collected," he said. knowing that you are blessed source: b.e said.
Jameyo Porter, a
"Although I was moved by the from here on out."
Describing the whole student at North Carowhole experience, emotionally,
I felt comforted because l felt experience as •surreal," Ken- lina A&T State Uni"Ue-rsity,
it was something we could get nedy s\Tong\y ncouraged o\n- writes fo-r the A&T Reglalel".
T to donate t.be'ir own \'im \u
through because oft.be (compo-

P.V. Student Housina:

HO~SFORSALE

Now Leasing
3 Bedroom Homes

.1.00% FINANCING
No closing Costs
Less Than Perfect Credit

24687 Richards Rd.
PEAK REALTY
979-921-9530

FREE CR.EDIT REPORTS
CallNow
Peak Realty
(979) 921-9530

ROOKS --------

DING
ARTMENTS
24444 RICHARDS ROAD

936~57-9533
WWW.BROOKSLANDlNGAPTS.COM

ONE MILE FROM CAMPUS

1X1
$645

2X2
$495/$520

4X2
$415

PRICES FOR EACH ROOM!!
ALL ROOMS INCLUDE: ALL BlLLS PAID
CABLE (3 PREMIUM), WASHER & DRYERS IN EACH APARTMENT.
BUILT IN DESKS AND CElLING FANS
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A glance into Scientology Expert Doubts 'Gospel of Judas'
Revelation

Man with a vision: Creator of Scientology L. Ronald
Hubbard
By Sean Mitchell
Panther Staff

The Church of Scientology is a relatively new movement
that focuses on healing the human spirit and helping it relate
to everything around it. The
word Scientology literally means
"study of the truth." The movement was founded by Lafayette
Ronald Hubbard (Better known
as L Ronald Hubbard) in 1952
and he continued to shape the
beliefs of the movement until his
death in 1()86.
According to the movement's official website ~
www.scientolo~.com, knowledge extends from what is referred to as fundamental truths.
A brief passage on the website's
front page tells of what the most
central ideas of Scientology are:
"Man is an immortal, spiritual
being. His experience extends
well beyond a single lifetime. His
capabilities are unJimited, even
if not presently realized - and
those capabilities can be realized.
He is able to not only solve his
own problems, accomplish his
goals and gain lasting happiness,
but also achieve new, higher
states of awareness and ability.
"In Scientology no one is
asked to accept anything as belief

oron faith. That wbicb is true for
you is what you have ob erved
to be true. An individual discovers for himself that Scientology
works by per onaUy applying
its principles and observing or
experiencing results.
"Through Scientology,
people all over the world are
achieving the long-sought goal
of true spiritual release and
freedom. "
The movement has met
criticism from the time it was
created, including criticism emanating from the governments of
many Western nations, such as
the United States. Some countries accept it as a full-fledged
religious faction, no different
from movements such as the
Catholic Church and Baptist
Church, while some governments view it as a dangerous
cult and legislate against it. The
fear of its growth may be aided
by the fact that many celebrities
pra(.'ti.ce the new movement. According to Wikipedia's article on
Scientology, some adherents of
the movement include John Travolta, Kirstie Alley, I aac Haye ,
Doug E. Fresh, Tom Cruise, and
Katie Holmes. The leaders of
Scientology do not seem to be
bothered by these criticisms, as
they note many religions have
faced scrutiny following their
creation.

and Judas, whom they regarded sponse said "ifs ironic" for RobinByRichard N. Ostling
as the keeper of secret myster- son to raise such questions since
Associated Press
for years '"he tried unsuccessfully
ies.
National Geographic's col- to acquire this codex himself, and
NEWYORK- An expert on laborators on the translation and is publishing his own book in
ancientF.gyptiantextsispredict- interpretation of the text include April, despite having no direct
ing that the "Gospel of Judas" a its current owner Mario Roberti's access to the materials."
National Geographic said
manuscript from early Christian Maecenas Foundation for Ancient
times that's nearing release amid Art in Basel, Switzerland and the it practiced "due diligence" with
widespread interest from scholars Waitt Institute for Historical Dis- scholars "to save the manuscript
will be a dud in terms oflearning covery in La Jolla, Calif. Rodolphe before it turns to dust and is Jost
Kasser, formerly of the University forever" and that everyone inanything new about Judas.
volved is committed to returning
James M. Robinson,Arner- of Geneva, is the editor.
Robinson writes that the the materials to Egypt.
ica ·s leading expert on such ancient religious texts from Egypt, journey of the text to Switzerland
In "The Secrets of Judas," a
predicts in a new book that the was "replete with smugglers, HarperSanFrancisco book on sale
text won't offer any insights into black-market antiquities dealers, April 1, Robinson will describe
the disciple who betrayed Jesus. religious scholars, backstabbing secretive maneuvers in the United
His reason: While ifs old, it's not partners and greedy entrepre- States, Switzerland, Greece and
old enough.
neurs." In the process, Robinson elsewhere over two decades to sell
"Does it go back to Judas? fears, the fragile text may have the "Judas" manuscript.
o/ Robinson told The Associ- been mishandled and parts of it
He writes that he was apated Press on Thursday.
Jost forever.
proached about purchasing a
The text. in Egypt's Coptic
Robinson is an emeritus group of manuscripts in 1983 and
\anguage, dates from the third or professor at Claremont (Calif.) arranged for colleague Stephen
fourth centmy and is a copy of an Graduate UDiversity, chief editor Emmel, now at the University
earlier document. The National of religious documents found in of Muenster, Germany, to meet
Geographic Society, along with 1945atNagHammadi,Egypt,and in Geneva with go-betweens for
other groups, has been studying an international leader among the owner.
the"Judas" text.
scholars of Coptic manuscripts.
Emmel got a glimpse of
The society said Thursday it
He says the text is valuable the text but didn't know it was
will release its report on the docu- to scholars of the second century the "Gospel of Judas" till years
ment "within the next few weeks" but dismissed the notion that it1l later. He was told the original
but didn't specify whether that reveal unknown biblical secrets. asking price was $10 million but it
would come via a book, magazine He speculated the timing of the could be obtained for $3 million,
article or telecast.
release is aimed at capitalizing on an impossibly high figure for the
Robinson has not seen the interest in the film version of"Tiie interested Americans.
text that National Geographic is Da Vinci Code" a fictional tale that
From there, Robinson tracworking on, but assumes it is the centers on a Christian conspiracy es a twisted sales trail through
same work assailed by Bishop to cover up a marriage between years and continents to this year's
Irenaeus of Lyons around A.D. Jesus and Mary Magdalene.
impending release.
180.
"There are a lot of second-,
Emmel is now a member
lrenaeus said the writings third- and fourth-century gospels of the National Geographic team
came from a "Cainite" Gnostic attributed to various apostles," along with other former students
sect that jousted against orthodox Robinson said. "We don't really of Robinson, who hopes his colChristianity. He also accused the assume they give us any first cen- leagues will be providing solid
Cainites of lauding the biblical tury information."
information about the text's hismurderer Cain, the Sodomites
A National Geographic re- tory and location

The Fall: According
to the Bible Judas
betrayed the "son of
man for thirty piece
of silver."
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Hampton should train entrepreneurs, not conformists
By Ebonie Ledbetter

Expert Predicts Mysterious 'Gospel of Judas' Won't Reveal
Anything About Jesus' Infamous Disciple
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Black College WU'e

If administrators at
Florida A&M University forced
me to cut my beloved braids
because I needed to conform
after graduation, I would quickly
throw up the "deuces" sign and
find a school more accepting of
my culture.
Fortunately, I don't
have this problem, but a number
ofbusiness students do at another
historically black institution Hampton University.
O ff icials of the
university's business program
decided to extend the strict dress
code of suits and ties to include
hairstyles.
The rules prohibit
men in the five-year master of
business administration progr-ctm
from wearing braids, cornrows or
dreadlocks, according to CNN,
and women can wear their hair
in braided styles only as long as
they aren't "extreme."

The business school's
dean, Sidney Credle, believes
the policy isn't racist because the
attire can help students overcome
the racial stereotypes they can
encounter in the professional
world.
There is nothing wrong
with a dress code to make sure
students present themselves
professionally, but targeting
styles that are unique to the black
community says something is
wrong with us- and that the look
of corporate society is superior.
Hampton was one of
my top college choices during my
senior year in high school But
I'm thankful I didn't go ·t here,
because the private university's
history of censoring student
expression in the past few years
is appalling.
In November, the
university threatened to expel
students for organizing a protest
against the Bush administration's
policies, and in 2003, after
campus journalists reported
health code vi.olations in the

student cafeteria, officials seized
copies of the newspaper and
destroyed them.
Historically, HBCUs

community. What would have
happened ifFAMU tried to expel
students fpr participating in
the Tallahassee Bus Boycott of
1956?
This issue
reminds me of a scene
in Ralph Ellison's
"Invisible Man." The
university president
expels the narrator after
he accidentally shows a
white contnbutor to the
black college a part of
town that is "beneath"
that of the "college
educated Negroes."
That scene
reminded me that black
people can't always
blame outsiders fo r
the state of the black
community because
sometimes we can be
Ebonie Ledbetter
our own worst enemy.
Maybe tn e
have played a part in preparing "hair code" at Hampton isn't
students to become leaders and what's really upsetting me.
speak out against issues hurting lt's the underlying mis ion of
b\ac"k students and the b\ack Ham-p\on· and v n V M

business schools -- to train
students to work for someone
else.
"We' re developing
professionals who will go into
corporate America for the most
par t and so we don't want
extreme hairstyles," Credle told
WRIC-1V in Richmond, Va
Having the acceptable
"look" wouldn't be as important
if the business program sought to
make students entrepreneurs.
I'm sure many t o p
corporations a re not worried
about finding people to fit into
their cubicles.
But th e lack of blackowned businesses is one of
the black community's major
economic problems.
HBCUs should focus on
professionalism, not suffocating
student expression.
F.bo nit Lct1b, 11tr. a <1udt lll 01 Fw rida
J\&.M Uniwrsih . i., a "'""""""c M><" pof"'r
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What is really known about New Orleans' future: Not much
thought that RAND was too
conservative.
Greg Rigamer,
AP Business Writer
head of GCR & Associates Inc.,
predicted the population will be
NEW ORLEANS_ up to 250,000 to 2 75,000 by the
Considering that New Or- end of this year - quite a differleans was hit by the biggest ence.
disaster in modem U.S. hisHowever, RAND and
tory, it shouldn't be surpris- Rigamer bad the same thought
ing that hardly anyone has about one item: the current re-a definitive clue about the population rate can do nothing
city's future after Hurricane but slow down, probably startKatrina.
ing late in 2006.
There's
really
Common sense backs
nothing else even close to both of them on this one. Just
compare it with, typically divide New Orleans housing
one of the requirements for into three categories - resicoming up with a usable dences that sustained only wind
prognostication.
dam.age, those that bad wind
More
bead- damage and minor flooding and
scratching was in order those all but blitzed from the
last week when the RAND face of the planet by high water.
Corp., a national thinkThe first two categories
tank, checked in about what of housing can be made inhabthe future holds for the itable within a short period of
city. RAND said that three time - at least by post-Katrina
years after Katrina, in Sep- standards - while the third cattember 2008, the city wi11 egory is years away, if ever,
have a population of some depending upon bow the city
recovers economically. RAND
272,000.
The head of a New estimated that 55 percent of
Orleans consulting firm the population sustained severe

By Alan Sayre

housing damage.
RAND suggested that
the businesses typically associated with New Orleans, such
as oil, tourism, shipbuilding
and higher education likely will
do well. But at the same time,
RAND said, lagging population
will slow businesses that service
the local population - an already
quite-obvious fact for those
seeking a restaurant meal or a
short line at a grocery store.
That hassle could play
further into the repopulation
question. RAND said that if the
experiences of the first returnees aren't good, their relatives,
co-workers and friends are less
likely to come back, perhaps
while the first influx decides to
leave for good.
RAND also raised the
familiar question of how many
of the city's poor residents will
return - provided they can find
transportation to do so. And
the pre-Katrina half of the New
Orleans population that rented
is in for a rude awakening as
the cost of rebuilding damaged
properties - along with supply

of additional aid. • 'Then
again, uncertainties about
the future of the city could
lead to people delaying their
return to the city, which
might, in tum, dramatically
slow down the repopulation
of the city."
Population counting was a delicate art in
New Orleans before the
storm. Last week, the Census Bureau reported that
the city lost 6.2 percent
of its population between
the 2000 Census and July
2005, about a month before
Katrina cleared out most of
New Orleans.
Considering what
Katrina did to population
patterns all over Louisiana, just about the only usable figure from that report
turned out to be a new prestorm estimate of 454,863
for the city - further evinot.
"This would lead to dence of a two-decades-plus
the supply of housing being ex- exodus from a troubled city
panded, which would keep down with a murky future.
housing costs and encourage
people to return," the study said

and demand - drives up rents
sharply.
How about those residents who were dependent upon
New Orleans' public school system, better known for disappearing money than educating
children? RAND said that might
be enough to keep quite a few
from coming back.
Higher costs for flood
insurance, labor and rebuilding
are likely to push down employment, RAND warned. Businesses that don't need a presence in
New Orleans will leave, while
higher costs will be passed on to
consumers, not only in the form
of rent, but in goods and services, RAND said.
Overall, RAND indicated that the amount of ' 'outside
resources" - otherwise known as
federal money - for reconstruction might be the driving factor.
Then again, maybe
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Intramural basketball returns, bigger and _better
Popular tournament has new improvements to benefit students

yes, because I put in a lot _of work to
get the grades I reoeJved.
-Marcel Price
.Junior
Crimfnal .Justiee

Yes, because I put in my best effort and
I deserve what I made.
-Desiree' Strawder
.Junior
Education

Yes, because I put in a lot of effort
and studied bard.
-ClumdraHaD
.Junior
F.ducation EC-4

No because my professor did not
throughly go over the curriculum.
-Marchelle Cain
Sophomore
Marketing

By Rashad Morgan
Sports Editor

Evan White
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The Panther's basketball season
has ended, but local fans can discontinue
their hunger with an appetizer served up
by this spriog's intramural basketball
Last year the intramural
basketball craz.e got a boost in popularity
with many students participating, and
with five times as many students being in
attendance.
This year it's bigger and better.
There are more teams and they will
play over a one-month span. There are
19 teams participating in this year's
intramurals, and they are comprised into
three divisions: Competitive, Ladies, and
Recreational
The more skilled and experienced
players make up the competitive division.
Many of these players played in high
school, at junior colleges, and a few might
have even played for Prairie View A&M
University. The competitive division is
broken down into two conferences, the
east and west. Six teams make up each
conference. In the eastern conference
there are the All Americans, Diaper
Dandies, Black History, Football Team,
Soul Survivors, and Team Rude. In
the western conference there are No
Talking/U Already Know, CR-4046, Team
1, Dominance, Hundred Dollar Bill, and
Football Coaches.
Three teams are competing for
the ladies title, P.V.'s Finest, Sky High,
and Hoop Squad. Something noticeably
different from the past years is the
recreational division. This division was
designed for the men's teams that are
not as skilled as those competing in the
competitive division. Those teams in
the recreational division are Phi Beta
Sigma. Rattlers, Team Roster, and Golden
Llons.
lo previous years, teams would
play in a double elimination tournament
until they got a champion, but now the
teams will play in a season. After the
season, each team's seeding for the
playoffs will depend on how many wins
they have and how many points they
scored throughout the season, so each
team is guaranteed at least three games.
After the championship game a
men's and women's all-star game will be
composed.
You can catch intramural action
tonight starting at 6:30 in the New Gym.

Ploolo"' Evan White

High flyers: The intramural basketball program is full of players with a lot of talent. Some of the games are more
entertaining than the games you watch on television.
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Owens signs $25 million contract with Cowboys
By Rashad Morgan
Sports Editor

Top:

Owens $25 million

do\\ar deal with the Cowboys could tum out to be the

largest in a three-year span
for a wide receiver in NFL
history.

Left: Cowboys fans will
have to acccept Owens who
was notorious for celebrating
touchdown victories versus
Dallas by stomping on the
helmet logos at midfield or
in the end zone.

After helping the
Philadelphia Eagles reach
the Super Bowl over a year
ago Terrell Owens was
released from the team
last Tuesday. His release
was the result of a series of
clashes that Owens had with
the Eagles organization as a
whole.
Four days later the
Dallas Cowboys signed him
to a three-year, 25 million
dollar contract. His deal
includes a five million dollar
bonus and five million dollar
salary this season.
Owens will receive
eight million dollars in 2007
and seven million dollars in
2008, which is more than
he would've made if he had
finished off his contract with
Philadelphia.
Cowboys owner ,
Jerry Jones said that
the organization became
interested in Owens in
November, and once it was
apparent that he wouldn't
be returning they began
their pursuit.
During their
pursuit Cowboy personnel
questioned Owens' family
and closest friends, they also
talked to Owens extensively
to decide if he was a risk
worth taking.
Owens' agent Drew
Rosenhaus stated that he
didn't request anything
beyond the standard NFL
contract, but the bidding
war erupted between the

Cowboys and six other teams
who aggressively sought out
Owens.
"All's well that ends
well," Rosenhaus said. "'He's
a big, big winner and so are
the Dallas Cowboys." If he
finishes out this contract
Owens will make NFL
history by being the highest
paid wide receiver over a
three-year span.
The only issue with
Owens that is apparent is
his attitude. He has talked
negatively about his last
two quarterbacks, argued
with coaches and criticized
pesonnel high up within his
past organizations.
"'The more we
looked, the more we became
convinced he'd be a good
fit, .. team vice president
Stephen Jones said.
Owens may be
the key element that the
Cowboys have missed since
Michael Irvin retired.
The Cowboys have
yet to produce a wide
receiver since Irvin that
could compare to Owens'
consistent record breaking
stats, until he was forced to
sit out the season after nine
games.
Owens had at least
75 receptions and 1,100
yards receiving in five
straight seasons. The last
Cowboy to do that was Irvin
in 1997.
Irvin and Owens
have become good friends.
About the deal Irvin said
"This move for Dallas put
them ... and I'll say it...in the
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Derek Price really
knows what it's like to be the
first one to arrive for work and
the last to leave.
As the equipment
manager for Southern
University's athletic
department, he gathers all
the equipment for the school's
18 NCAA Division I sports. He
has another task: He takes
care of players so they don't
have to sweat the small stuff.

"This is the job that
the average sports person never
knows .exists
· sa1·d • "It's
. ,• P. nee
not. a hmehg?tJob. They ha~e
no 1de,,a what 1t takes to get this
done.
A normal workday for
Price starts before the sun rises
and might.not end until 11 p.m.
Themosttime-consumingsport
. 1 · £
on h 1s og 1s ,ootball. Price has
tol take care ofup to 90 football
P ayers.
His crowded office-a
double-wide
·
h .c I temporary trailer
smce t. e ,a l of 2002 -- houses
a sewmg machine, shoes and

uniforms.
Every day' each player
·
·
reqmres
an eqmpment
check
for safety because a helmet
could be cracked,_ pads could
be broken or umforms may
need mending. Price's hands
pass over the upkeep of all of
tha_t with the aid of a full-time
ass1stantan_dfive_ student_s.
.
Pnc~ said from time to
time he goes mto locker rooms
to change athletes' footwear.
Abaseballplayermight
love to wear his shoes until they
are worn t_hin, Price, sa.id. _But
the shoe with a bole m 1t might

be a hazard.
"The philosophy of an
equipment manager is to make
sure the player and coaches
don't have to worry about, 'Will
the uniforms be there?' or 'Are
there going to be enough balls?'
Price said. "All they have to do
· s worry about plaving."
1
., .
ln the dugout, Roy
Merritt, a junior outfielder on
the b""eball
team , sai·d Pn'ce 1·s
....,
invaluable to the team.
Merritt wore his new
pract1·ce gear from head to toe ,
direct from Price's 1·nventory.
"It's real important for

Drop back to back games over break

Pabther News Service

Panther News Service

The Prairie View A&M Lady Panther softball
team dropped a doubleheader to the Mississippi Valley
State Lady Delta Devilettes closing out a four-game series
on Saturday afternoon.
MVSU rode the arm of Nicole Henderson's onehit shutout to defeat the Lady Panthers 11-0 in game one.
The Lady Devilettes broke open a scoreless tie in the third
with one run and added two runs apiece in the fifth and
sixth innings to take a 5-0 lead. Fueled by first baseman
Cristal Holmes' grand slam, MVSU put the game out of
reach with six. runs in the top of the seventh.
On the mound, Henderson ( 1-6) earned her first
win of the season while PVAMU's Christy Uribe fell to
0-7.
In game two, Mississippi Valley State overcame a
5-3 deficit in the seventh inning with four runs to capture
the series sweep over Prai.rie View.
The Lady Panthers jumped out to a 3-1 lead
behind RBIs from freshman catcher Brenda Sneed and
junior first baseman Jannell Meyers.Junior center fielder
Nikki Lilly and freshman left fielder Jennifer Lopez added
one RBI apiece in the second and fourth innings respectively to give the Lady Panthers a 5-2 lead.
Down 5-3 with two runners on base in the seventh inning, MVSU left fielder Valerie Nicholson cleared
the bases with a three-run homer to propel MVSU to a
6-5 lead. The Lady Devilettes added an insurance run
several batters later to take a 7-5 advantage going into
the bottom frame.
The Lady Panthers began the seventh inning
with back-to-back singles and trimmed the deficit to 7-6
on Meyers' sacrifice fly but MVSU held off the Lady Panthers' late charge to keep them winless on the season.
Offensively, Meyers led the Lady Panthers with
three RBIs and two hits. Freshman pitcher Analisa Gonzales dropped to 0-7 on the season while MVSU's Jalana
Brown (2-7) picked up the win in relief.
The Lady Panthers (0-21) return to action with
a 4 p.m. contest against Houston Baptist on Wednesday,
March 22 in Prairie View.
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Both the Prairie View A&M University men's
and women's tennis teams capped off a successful
weekend on the court by earning berths to the 2006
SWAC Tennis Tournament.
The Lady Panthers finished the SWAC West
Round-ups with a 2-2 record. They earned victories
over Arkansas-Pine Bluff (4-0) and GrambUng State
(4-0) with defeats to Southern (1-4) and Texas Southern (2-4). Leading the way for the Lady Panthers was
freshman Melanie Brown.
Brown finished the round-ups with an impressive 3-0 record in singles and was 4-0 in doubles play
with partner Michelle Scurry.
"The ladies put forth a solid effort on the
court," said head coach John Cochran. "They fought in
every match and as a result, they achieved their goal
of earning a spot in the SWAC tournament."

On Wednesday, March 15, the Lady Panthers
traveled to face the Louisiana State Tigers in non-conference action. LSU defeated the Lady Panthers 6-1
with Prairie View's lone victory coming from Charli
Cooksey (6-o, 6-2).
The Panther men finished last weekend's
round-ups with a 3-1 record. They opened the roundups with a 5-0 victory over Grambling State and followed it up with victories over Southern (4-1) and
Arkansas-Pine Bluff (5-1). With the top seed in the
SWAC tournament on the line against Texas Southern
in the final match, the Panthers fell to their SWAC rival
4-0.

"We held up under pressure this weekend,
but against Texas Southern we broke down and didn't
give the bottom half of our lineup a chance to win the
match; Cochran said. "Our top three players, Kudzai
Chiridza, Andy Narido and Nicolas Bateman, bad a
consistent weekend, but as a team, we need to work
on our execution and attacking the opposing team's
weaknesses if we plan on defending our SWAC title in
April."

Defending champions: In last year's tournament, the men's tennis team captured its first SWAC title
since 1970 with a win over Alcorn State 4-2 in Alexandria, LA.
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Super Bowl."

everything to be on the field
on time," Mem'tt sa1·d. "If we
don't have our stuff, we worry
about it."
In Price's 13 years at
Southern, his expertise has
earned him all-expense paid
invitations to every Super Bowl
to perform communication
·
£
operations
1or coaches.
He was O n the
s1·deJines at Super Bowl XL in
Detroit in February.
"I just got back/
p nee
· said. "I'm pretty decent
at wh at I d o. I'm not tooting
my own horn."

R

Lady Panthers struck out by Delta Devilettes Tennis team earns SWAC tournament berth

Equipment manager takes care of the small things
By Brandi Worl
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ONE MILE FROM CAMPUS

1X1
$645

2X2
$495/$520

4X2
$415

PRICES FOR EACH ROOM!!
On the run: The Lady
Panthers are trying to chase
down their first win of the
season.

ALL ROOMS INCL.UDE: ALL BILLS PAID
CABLE (3 PREMIUM), WASHER & DRYERS IN EACH APARTMENT,
BUILT IN DESKS AND CEILlNG FANS
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From a mental persp_ective
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Weight loss is an unnatural act, according to natural instincts
ing Theory, a theory used by
anthropologists to describe food
selection choices, explains that
humans naturally seek to maximize caloric intake and minimize caloric expenditure: to eat
more and work less.
The theory proposes
that we fo1low food selection
strategies that maximire the following ratio: (energy content
of food)/(energy cost to obtain
it). That is, we seek to obtain
the most energy (calories) for
the least effort (calories). This
behavior was biologically coded
into us during our evolution because it was adaptive in our pre-

viously harsh environment.
This coding predicts
that we wi11 naturally seek food
that is high in calories and low
in the number of calories required to obtain and prepare it.
The popularity of home delivered pizza is totally consistent
with this prediction. The foods
highest in calories are indeed
the foods that we prefer: ice
cream, chocolate, fried foods.
Humans have been on
the earth for roughly four million years. Our environment
was harsh during the first 3.99
million years. We were hunter
gatherers and had to work hard

to find food, all the while being

careful not to be eaten ourselves.
The

individual might burn

20,000 calories/wk doing this.

Only in the last several hundred
years has it become much easier
to find food.
Today, instead of us
hunting food, food hunts us. Today we find ourselves in an environment with plenty of good
tasting, high calorie food that
Dr. Victor Pendelton
requires very little physical efMedical Correspa,den(
fort to obtain.
Physical labor is beWe gain weight when
ing
increasingly
removed from
we behave according to our
our lives. We use automobiles
natural instincts in the modern
to travel between buildings.
environment. Optimal FaragInside the buildings the stairs
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..... may move, or we maybe physi-
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\\ care of your dental hygiene
lTaking
Q

~

~

By Theresa OkeyoOweor, and Dennis E.

Daniels, M.P.H., Dr.P.H
Medical Correspondent

Tooth decay and gum
disease are largely caused by
plaque, a sticky combination
of bacteria and food. Plaque
begins to accumulate on teeth
within 20 minutes after eating. If this plaque is not removed thoroughly each day,
tooth decay will flourish. Over
time, plaque will harden into
tartar. Plaque and tartar lead
to a number of problems:
Cavities: holes that
damage the structure of teeth
Gingivitis: swollen, inflamed,
bleeding gums Periodontitis:
destruction of the ligaments
and bone that support the
teeth, often leading to tooth
loss Bad breath (halitosis), abscesses, pain, inability to use

I

teeth and a variety of health Ask your dentist:
problems outside the mouth,
* What toothbrush
from preterm labor to heart you should use, and where
disease
your problem areas are loWhen shopping for cated.
dental hygiene most people
• How to properly floss
do not know what to buy and your teeth. Overly vigorous or
which product is better than improper flossing may injure
the other. Some of the impor- the gums.
tant ingredients to look for in
* Whether you should use
a tooth paste are: Fluoride to any special appliances or tools,
fight tooth decay, Antibacteri- such as water irrigation or
al agent to fight dental plaque electric toothbrushes. These
and fight gum disease, and ad- may sometimes help suppleditional ingredients according ment (but not replace) brushto your dental problem such as ing and flossing.
gingivitis, and sensitivity. The
* Whether you could benefit
ADA recommends the follow- from particular toothpastes or
ing for good oral hygiene:
mouth rinses. In some cases,
* Brush your teeth over-the counter pastes and
twice a day with ADA-accepted rinses may be doing you more
fluoride toothpaste.
harm than good, depending on
* Clean between teeth your condition.
daily with floss or an interRegular tooth cleaning
dental cleaner. Decay-caus- by a dentist removes plaque
ing bacteria still linger be- that may develop even with
tween teeth where toothbrush careful brushing and flossing,
bristles can't reach. Flossing especia Hy in areas that are difremoves plaque and food par- ficult for you to reach on your
ticles from between the teeth own. Professional cleaning inand under the gum line.
cludes scaling and polishing.
* Eat a balanced diet and
limit between-meal snacks.
Sources: Medlineplus and
* Visit your dentist regularly American Dental Association
for professional cleanings and website.
oral exams.

ment is unnatural, toxic. In an
environment with an abundance of food and low physical
demands, our instinctive behaviors have become maladaptive.
That's why I say that weight loss
is an unnatural act! Obesity, increased morbidity, and early
death are the natural results of
our instinctive behavior in our
modem environment. Weight
loss in our modern environment requires that we behave
unnaturally. To look good, feel
good, and lead a healthy life, we
must behave unnaturally.

cally lifted to upper level floors.
Raking has been replaced by air
blowers. Remotecontrolallows
~th~u~~:~:g~;o~h~i:~::~
The day-to-day physical activity

~~~=~~

to provide the exercise that was
previously provided by our natural environment.
Today, our environ-

submit an article for
Lifestlyes or
Health?
E-mail
The Panther

panther@
pvamu.edu
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By LaCheryl E. Whitlow
L/H andA/EEditor

"I can't believe that
J straight raw dogged that girl

with no condom! Maybe if I had
not I would not be sitting here
sweating and wondering if I am
going to test positive or not.
Damn .... " Scary as it may sound,
this thought is a reality for many
people.
As I observed the numerous students that passed
through the doors of the MSC
ballroom to participate in the
free H.I.V. testing on Monday March 9, I couldn't help
but notice there were more
students outside socializing at
SGA's Fresh Mondays than getting tested. Maybe it wasn't advertised or publicized enough
on campus I thought. Maybe
students do not like the idea of
knowing if they have contracted
the virus or not within 20 minutes wi.th this new test.
How many people on
this campus are sure that they
are safe? Alternatively, maybe
some just don't want to know.
Whatever the reason, for the
number of students who came
out to get tested made an incredible example of what it means to
have respect for self.
Amber David of Bread
of Life says, " I have been testing
students on Prairie View's cam-

pus for two years and I've never
personally tested an H.1.V. positive student here. Students at
Prairie View are very, very, receptive. They are surprisingly
honest about their sexual history, and ask excellent questions
during the one on one counseling that we provide." As he made
sure to remind me of the other
organizations that made it possible to hold this event, (which
by the way was the NAACP,
Family Under Urban and Social
Attack or FUUSA) along with
the organization that he represented, Bread of Life, David informed me that he wanted to be
a part of the fight against H.I.V.
in the African American community since the death of his
close friend almost a decade ago
due to the illness.
As I listened to David, I thought it was more than
honorable of Bread of Life and
FUUSA to devote their time and
effort to such an alarming issue.
David also made a valid point
regarding this modern day epidemic. He stated, "Everyone
needs to be aware of their status
so that so we can dispel myths
about H.I.V. and educate about
risk reduction, i.e. monogamous
relationships, the usage of condoms, and abstinence."
I wonder how many
students are aware of their status. People can easily say they
have been tested because it
sounds good but do they really
go and get tested. How many
students on this campus are
actually H.I.V. infected and furthermore are they going to respect themselves enough to inform their partners? What if....
what if... that person was you?

PAPPADUUX

SERVERS, Hons, COOKS,
BUSSERS & DISHWASHERS
Our menu includes a dynamic team atmosphere
ond unlimited opportunities to succeed!

Apply Tue. - Fri., 3-5 p.m.
13080 Hwy 290 of Hollister
EOE

LIi 1-STYU-S &

Photo B} . uCh<ryl E. Whi~ow

The fight against H.I.V. continues: Amber David says

anyone can be at risk.
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Thursday. 3/23
History Club Seminar
Arch
All DayEvent

Friday, 3/24

Sunday. 3126

Monday, 3/27

SIFE
5 a.m. - 11 p.m.
MSC-111

Student Activities
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
MSC-111/204

Spring Fest
5 a.m. - u p.m.
W.J.Nicks

Phi Mu Alpha
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Hobart Taylor-219

Gamma Sigma Sigma
2 p.m. - 6 p.m.
JPAFC

Zeta Phi Beta

Student Activities
4 p.m. - 11 p.m.
SPRING FEST

A-243

Student Activities
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
MSC-111

I 11-t o#:Komin<>e■
Feaw/« Coa&b

lcuDcew4

Danny Kelly
Charles Lewter
Monir Quddas
Milton Bryant

Cynthia Cooper
Felicia Tarver
Alicia Pete
Barbra Jackett

Jeffery Franklin
Natasha Harris
Jason Hooey

Courtney Smith
Kristina Smith
Gloria Lott
Michael Miller

Fenu,fe Profe,sionpl

HonorSocw,

Qaw,iu,tion

Tri Beta
Alpha Phi sjgma
Kappa Delta Pi

FineAas

Alpha KappaAlpha
Kappa Alpha Psi

Delta Mu Delta

Delta Sigma Theta

Shanueque Irving
Betty Hall

Sonja tangley
Denojse Simmons

Jayco Pahram

Phi Beta Sigma

Male PrQ/ewanaJ

Conunww, Awstan/

Steve Ransom
Charles Lewter
Chris Galrez
Frank Jackson

Mara Arcenoux
Je ica Waiters
Aaron Griffin

Terrance Cowherd
Courtney Smith
Philip Wade
Greg Ford

DloftheYHC

Club Qftbc Year

fcmalcStAff
Ms. Pat
"Trcu-y Wi\son

UndaDumam

Kentra Ro/ands

MaleStqff
Charles Crockett
OrokOrok
Vernon Bland
Shandon Neal

Female Faculty
Dr. Howard Lee Block
Dr. Veda Brown
Dr. Clarrisa Book.er
Dr. Stanberry

Male Faculty
Dr. James Jones lll
Dr. Freddy Frazier
Dr. George Brown
Dr. Lee McGriggs

Female Athlete
Crystal Stigler
ikki Cameron
Shenna Robinson
Benita Hodge

MaleAtbfetc
Sean Celestine
Sidney Thompson
Michael Miller
Hakeem Muhammad

Coach o/lbc Year
Coach Price
Coach Gillard
Coach Clay
Coach Cochran

Most SJ,irilcd

Endira Hawkins

PALS

Di Orok Orok.

SIFE

DiMcT\.
DjTitus

Pbi Beta Lambda

Freshman DuWiUK

Sophomore q_fthe Year
Jame Lott
Brandy Ball
Demarcus Bumpers
Gary Hill

Freshman of the Year

Junior of the Year

Johnnie Jones

Oludayo Olusanyo
Courtney Smith
Corey Dargan
Jennifer Russell

Female Vocalist
Catherine Burnley
Angel Porter
Sossity Lewis
Krystal Curtis

Male Vocalist
Darian Epting
RonBamal
Bristol Mayo
Chri Bonds

Karnation Kourt Inc.

Alpha Kappa Alpha
12 p.m. - 2 p.m.
MSC

CSQ Fra1ernizy
Kappa Kappa Psi
PtJj Mu Alpha
Sigma Rhomeo
Gamma Phi Delta
Kappa Psi Omega
Rho Chi Psi
Sigma Lamela Beta
Alpha Phi Omega
Epsilon Gamma Iota

Phi Mu Alpha
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Hobart Taylor-219
Epsilon Gamma Iota
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
C.L Wilson-103

InJra Departmcm
The Panther
CAB

SGA

Alpha KappaAlpha
Delta Sigma Theta
2'.eta Phi Beta
Sigma Gamma Rho

Attention!! Attention!!
All nominees need to come
to Rm. 219 of the MSC to
take pictures and fill out
information sheet starting
March 24 -31, 2006. Ask for
Evan or Otis.

Tekarkana Club

Building 41
Buil9ing 37
Building 35
Building 36

Leader of the Year

Marching Storm
Giplin Players
Classic Dance Ensemble
University Concert Chorale

PAN Sorority

Mr. Rogers

Kalon McMillon
Sharla Cannon
LaCha itie Aponte

Senior o/tbc r«or

Shanetta Hayes
Ashley Perison
Charvette Royal
Corey Dargan

PAN Fra1ernil}

Upcoming Dates:

Alpha Phi Alpha
Omega Psi Phi
Kappa Alpha Psi
Phi Beta Sigma
Jota Phi Theta

April 4-5 Rm. 203 of the
MSC @ 7p.m. PV Idols tryouts for Host/Hostees and

cso Sorority

Need Help:

Sigma Alpha Iota
Tau Beta Sigma
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Lamda Omega

talent for award show!!

Trophy Girl come to Rm.
223 of the MSC to fi)I out
information sheet.

r--------------------------•
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Male Vocalist of the Year
I

I

Phase II

Tuesday. 3/28
Spring Fest
8 a.m. - 11 p.m..

Alpha Lambda Omega
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
University College
Bldg.40

Phi Beta Sigma
4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

SL
Epsilon Gamma Iota
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Omega Psi Phi
7:10 p.m. - 10:10 p.m.
Hobart Taylor

Omega Psi Phi
WFD-241
7:10 p.m. - 9:10 p.m.
New Science BuildDouglas Leadership
ing-101
Institute
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
New Science BuildSaturday. 3125
ing-104
Zeta Phi Beta
12 p.m. - 10 p.m.
NAACP
UVC-III
5:15 p.m. - 7=15 p.m.
W.R. Banks-242
Juvenile Justice & Psychology
Karnation Kourt
4 p.m. - 10 p.m.
6:45 p.m. - 9 p.m.
MSC-204
New Science Building-101
Phi Mu Alpha
5 p.m. -10 p.m.
Sigma Gamma Rho
HBTRH
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
New Science -103
Alpha Phi Omega
8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Alpha Lambda Omega
S.R
Collins-224
7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
All Faiths Chapel

Omega Psi Phi

National Acts
Vocal Duo/Group of the Year

•1- - - - - - - - - - - -

Fceerult Artist
Dominique Wilder
Keke
Brian 1st person
KB Howard

·------------•I Hip-llap/Rap Artist of the Year
I
I

Alpha Phi Omega
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

5 p.m. - 11 p.m.

SGA
- 2 p.m.
MSC

12 p.m.

W.J.Nicks
Wednesday. 3/29
Founders Day/Honors
Convocation

CLW-103
Spring Fest
Karnation Kourt
6:45 p.m. - 9 p.m.

5 a.m. - 11 p.m.

MSC

11

CAB
a.m. - 2 p.m.
MSC

Delta Sigma Theta
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
New Science Building
A-101

I Female Vocalist Qfthe Year
I

. ---------------__ _

Reafit.y Show of the Year

7:10 p.m. - 10:10 p.m.
Hobart Taylor

Tau Beta Sigma
7:45 p.m. - 9:45 p.m.
BH
SIFE
WJN

--------------------- --·

E-mail The Panther:

Zeta Phi Beta
7:20 p.m. - 10:20 p.m.
Phase II1

8 p.m. - 11:55 p.m.

Fill out this form, cut it out, and
turn into the SGA rm. 223 of the
MSC in the Ballot Box.

1 :5

Eve 11 ts .for Mar. 2 3 - M ,, r. 2 9, 2 0 0 6

1111111 UllmtUH'IUIHIIIUl@PUIUJr

O«M o/tbc Year

THI- P ,\NTHFR

Zeta Phi Beta
9:2op.m. -11:55 p.m.
WaterFountain

panther@pvamu.edu

Im.agi_n.e That
By Genovia Holmes

The world is at peace
Children of an colors playing
And no more violence on the streets
Every nation uniting at ease
No more murders of any degrees
Divorces will stop and abortions wi11 cease
No more abortions leading under hypocrisy
A world where we, Americans,
Can actually be free, you can be you, and I can be me
As one together under this big family tree
Tree of knowledge, no longer of ignorance
A place full of choices, heard voices, and second chances.
"Imagine that'
There were no world wars, no epidemic diseases
No heartbreaks, nor sores, every face is smiling, no more frowns.
Everyone is up, and no more downs.
Every evil will fade and no more darkness,
Only sunny days.
No more raining in these days.
No more raids. No more riots.
No more lies. No more good-byes.
No more cries for we shall fly
High into the sky
Like the soaring eagle
A place where everybody has somebody
And someone's hero.
•imagine that"
This is real
And not a dream.
"Imagine that"
1 am not imagining
And living in reality
Imagine every boy and girl,
Living their imagination in this utopian world.
"Imagine that."

How many people are really about to study after they got
their mid-term grades? 2. Since we have parking meters now
do we still have to pay parking fees? 3. What police officer
got two females pregnant and paid for them to have abortions? 4. Does he get paid for that? 5. Who bad the nerve to
try to buck the Omegas? 6.Don't they know when you fight
one you have to fight them all? 7. Why did the Iotas go on
facebook trying to recruit members? 8. Are they really going
to break a record with four? 9. Or will they just include their
sweethearts to compensate? 10. What Sodexho employee is
the most hated and doesn't know it? 11. Isn't that ice cold?
12. How many people are looking forward to Springfest but
only going to probate? 13. What girl transfers every semeter
because she's trying to pledge AKA? 14. Just because her best
friend is apart of the organization does not mean her less than
2.0 G.P.A is omitted? 15. Why does SGA let people with a
GPA ofless than 2.0 remain a part of the organizations? 16.
Why has the Toga Party been postponed a week later? 17.
Who sprayed "Pleasant Grove" on the side of building 4 in
Phase I? 18. Since this is Zeta and AKA week will they teach
the Delta's how to be prettier women of finer womanhood,
literally? 19. How many people are ready for the follow up
show to Flava of Love? 20. What do you think?
1.

ts or en e
en o y. e ques ions su m1
are
not the views of The Panther. Want to tell us what you think?
Please bring your comments and questions to Rm. 219 MSC or
e-mail us at panther@pvamu.edu. Questions are printed at
the discretion of The Panther.
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